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During the ~econd half of l~th century 
only the ix~t European and American 
makers were able to produce the high 
precision instrumen~ required for accu- 
rate measurements in metrology, geodesy 
and astronomy.' In fact it was mainly in 
these fields where the instrument-maker's 
skill was mc~tly challenged in manufac- 
turing top quality apparatus. Among the 
French makers of the first decades of the 
century the names of Gambey and 
Lerebours ~ were synonimous with ex- 
cellence. Their skill and capability were 
further developed by t'~)ple like the 
Brunners and P. Gautier. in the second 
half of lgth century they ix, came the 
most important representatives of the 
French precision industry. Brunner pi're 
and his two sons specialized in geodetic, 
surveying and astronomical instruments, 
while P. Gautier became the most famous 
French maker of large astronomical 
instrument. 

The Brunner~ 

"Paur la constructhm des instruments de 
pn~cision, constructhm et fini, c'est la ,uii~m 
Brunner fri'res qui peut prendre le premier 
rang."' With these few clear words the 
rel~rter of the French workers of the 
precision industry judged the apparatus, 
which were exhibited by the Brunner 
brothers at the Paris exhibition of 1867. In 
fact the quality and the elegance of their 
instruments, the precision of their en- 
graved scales, and the accuracy of their 

Fig.2 /~,z Hrl~l~t~'r II r.m! Nlu~ '  retro- 
spectif de ia clas~ 15 .~ I'expo~ition 
universelle internationale de 1900 ~Paris, 
1 ~)0). 

mechanical parts represented the highest 
standard of French activity in this field. 

Johann Jakob Brunner (1709-1850) was a 
well regarded locksmith from the Swiss 
village of Balsthal in Canton ~ lo thu rn  
One of his sons, Johann J i~ f  Brunner 
(1804-1862)) became a famous instru- 
ment maker in Paris. He first spent some 
time as an apprentice in his father's 
workshop and then moved to Ba~l, 
where, during three years, he worked 
with a balance maker. In the evening he 
dedicated himself to the study of 
mathematics and drawing. At the age of 
22 he went to Vienna and learned the art 
of instrument-making with Starke at the 
local polytechnical in.~titution. Finally in 
1828 he moved to Paris where he became 
known as Jean Brunner. He first worked 
with an instrument maker called Fr~,deric 
Hutzinger and then with the famous 
micro~ope maker Vincent Chevalier 
(1770-1841)." Brunner soon distin- 
guished him.,~,lf as one of the most 
active and skilful workers. During his 
spare time he al.,~ began to make his 
circular dividing engine, which, when 
completed, was successfully u~'d for 
many years? He probably "opened his 
own workshop in the 18.30s at .34, rue des 
Bemardin, and participated for the first 
time in 1839 in a French national 
exhibition when he was awarded a 
silver medal for his apparatus. At the 
next national exhibition of 1844 he 
displayed several instrument~, such as 

thecKtolite~, microscopes and magnetic 
compas.,~es, but it was an astronomical 
circle of b0cm diameter which mc~tly 
impres,,~cl the jury. The d,visions of the 
circle were h~und to be excellent, and 
Brunner won a gold medal. 1he success 
was repeated at the it44~ exh|bition, 
where among several instruments such 
as sphaerornetets, declination compasses 
and levels, he also exhibited a ck~:kwork- 
driven equatorial telescope. During tht.'~e 
years he prt.~,nted some of his instru- 
ments at the Acadt~mie des Sciences such as 
an astronomical repeating circle and a 
'hyp.~oniometer '  in 1846, a theodolite 
and a teiL~opic level in It~47, a precision 
refractometer and a sphaerometer in 
1849." The m(~t famous French precision 
instrument maker of the time, Henry 
Prudence Gambey (1787-1847), w l~  was 
in the commission which had to write a 
report about the astnmomical circle, was 
very impressed by the qual i ty of 
Brunner's instrument. Around II'N5 the 
Bureau des Longitudes decided to install a 
large equatorial tele~ope in the t~',~erva- 
tory of Paris. Gambey was suplx~ed to 
supply the instrument, but he could not 
fulfill the request because of his death in 
1847. Brunner p rop~ ,d  to the Bureau a 
full-size w(x~en model of a parallactic 
mounting. The m(~el was convincing 
and Brunner was given the task of 
building the apparatus? 

In the early 18.~. becau~ uf the need 
for a larger space for his new astronom- 
ical apparatus, Brunner moved his 
workshop from the rue des i~,rnardins 
to a larger one at ]g3, rue de Vaugirard. 
He and his succt.~,~)rs remau~,,d there 
until the end of the centurv. Jean 
Brunner did not participate to ti~e !~1  
London universal exhibition, but in the 
stand of the CoPIserT,atolrt" d~'~ Art.  et 
M~;tiers it was i~ssible to admiw one of 
his standard metres made of platinum 
In the ~ m e  vear he pre~nted ~veral 
new surveying as well as optical 
instruments to the Academu" dc~ Scu'nce~ 
(a tht'odolite, a reflection goniometer 
and refractometer, an instrument for 
studying double retraction, a [~rtable 
meridian instrument, and a leveD In 
1853 he became artiste adiomt of the 
Bureau dt~ L~m,£1tudes. ~ It was a ~reat 
honour because only the very best 
makers could hope to be appointed by 
this prestigious institution In the .,,,ame 
year he proposed a new meridian circle 
to the Academu,, which was to be u,~'d by 
the French Navy during a hydrographi'c 
expedition to the (,uadelou[~' L~land. as 
well as a small universal equatorial 
telt.~Ol~'. [he latter could be adiu~,ted 
for every latitude)" At that time hi.,, 
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Fig.3 Brunner's camraratar at the Paz,ilhm des Poids et Mesure in 
1885 CFram: Travaux et memoires du Bureau international des 
poids et mesures, op.cit., note 15, p.8). 
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Fig.4 Azmn, th rel,,atm¢ circle ffrvm: I_B. 
Fr,mc~'ur, op.cit., note 20, pp.510L 

reputation was universalh,' acknowl- 
edgt~ and in 18"35 he became member 
of the ju~" of Class VIII, Group 3 - 
,~ientific instruments - at the Paris 
umver~ l  exhibition. Despite the fact 
that becau.,,e of this official r61e he could 
not receive a prize, Brunner nevertheless 
di.~pla)'t~ several astronomical, optical 
as well as surxeying apparatus. The 
m ~ t  iml~rtant  one perhaps was an 
instrument h~r measuring the ba.,~, of a 
triangulation, which was compo.,~,d of a 
double (platinum and copper) rule of 
4 metres with a couple of reading 
micro.,~,-opes?' The apparatus,  who.~, 
thermal dilatation had to be carefully 
studied, t~,~k about two years to In., 
completed and tested. It was u ~ l  for 
determining the base of the triangulation 
of Spain, which was connected to the 
French gls~letic net. It .seems that the 
error of measurement of a length of 2838 
metres was only 2/10 of a m m  For his 
contribution to the realization of this 
project Brunner was made a chevalier of 

Fig.5 Repeatin¢ th~dolite (From: L.B. Francoeur, op.cit., note 20, 
pp.536). 

the order of Carlos 111 in 18,rxq. t: 

Brunner not only developed a series of 
new i~struments but he also made some 
of the precision machine tools and 
apparatus, such as a planing and filing 
machine, a comparator and a dividing 
engine, which were necessary in his 
workshop. In the later years of his life 
Jean Brunner became interested in the 
mechanical production of large objec- 
tives, but unfortunately he could not 
develop his trials. 

Just before his death, Jean Brunner also 
participated at the lx~ndon exhibiti(m of 
1862. He displayed together with several 
surx'eying and optical instruments, a 

meridian circle (42cm) for the viceroy of 
Egypt. Jean Brunner died in the same 
year and his sons I~mile (1834-1895) ~, 
who had been the director of the firm for 
a few years (Fig.l), and L&m (1840-18q4) 
continued the activities (Fig.2). The 
official name of the firm became then 
Brunner Fri'res and the two brothers 
constantly worked together, following 
their father's tradition. In fact in al~ut 
30 years of activity the Brunner brothers 
continued to invent, develop and im- 
prove surx'eying, ge~letical and astro- 
nomical apparatus. In 1867 they were at 
the Paris exhibition with several instru- 
ments and also with a tek.'scope (22cm 
aperture) for the observatory of Cairo. 
Again at the 1878 exhibition they 
displayed many interesting apparatus of 
the highest quality. Among the most 
successful Brunner's apparatus we recall 
the portable meridian circle and the 
azimuth instruments (32 and 42cm in 
diameter, and 4 reading micn~copes) 
which were adopted by the army 
general and surveyor Fran£ois Perrier 
(1833-1888) during a series of triangula- 
tions which connected France, Spain and 
Algeria. These invaluable instruments 
were constantly used with minor mod- 

ifications until 1945! ~4 In 1874 the 
important expeditions which obse~ed 
and photographed the passage of Venus 
~m the sun in various locations of the 
gk~e  were also equipped with Brunner's 
instruments.  In the early 1880s the 
Brunners improved one of their instru- 
ments to determine magnetic declination, 
which was eventually used during an 
astronomical mission in Chili? s 

in 1883 they completed the construction 
of a highly sophisticated comparator for 
the Bureau intdrnational des Poids et 
Mesures. It was a large apparatus (Fig.3) 
which was used to compare the standard 
metre with its copies. These copies had to 
be given to the different states which had 
signed the Con~'ntion du mi'tre of 1875. '~ 
The large machine ~:, which was located 
in a thermally insulated double walled 
room, was fixed to a massive stone 
basement, independent from the rest of 
the building. The comparator  had a 
couple of micrometer microscopes under 
which it was possible to displace two 
separate metre rules which were kept in a 
special metallic box on a moveable 
chariot. For this achievement I~mile was 
awarded the cross of the Legion d'Hon- 
neut. At the same time the Brunner 
brothers manufactured some of the best 
French astronomical instruments, which 
were located in the lg'~servatories of Paris, 
Nice, Toulouse, Lisbon, Cairo, Lyon, 
Algiers, etc?" One of the most important 
of these was the large meridian circle for 
the observatory of Nice (aperture 20cm, 
h~cal length 320cm) which was installed 
in 1887. '" Unh~rtunately this important 
instrument was scrapped in the 1960s 
when the observatory was reorganized. 

Many getxietic and topographic instru- 
ments came out of Brunner's workshop. 
Transits, theodolites, azimuth circles, 
variation magnetic compasses, theodo- 
lites, levels, etc. were of the highest 
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Fig.6 Brunner's magnetic compass. With 
this instrument it uws possible to determine 
the angle betuwen the magnetic and the 
geographic meridians. (From: De Bernar- 
dii're, up.cir., note 15, p.12). 

quality and they represented the state of 
the art of the French precision industry 
(Figs.4-6). ~ 

At the 1889 exhibition the geodetic 
instruments of the brothers Brunner, 
which were often made for the Bureau 
des Longitudes, were highly appreciated. 
Among these they also displayed their 
reversible pendulum, which had been 
prop(~ed by commander Gilbert Def- 
forges (1852-1915) for determining the 
gravity, constant. 2. 

L~on Brunner died in 1894 and his 
brother I~mile one year later. Unfortu- 
nately, they did not have any successor 
(l~mile had only a daughter) and the firm 
di~ppeared with them. Jean Brunner as 
well as his two sons and other members 
of the family are buried in the Parisian 
cemetery of Montpamasse. 

Paul Gautier (1842-1qOq) 

Paul Ferdinand Gautier (1842-19t~) was 
born in Paris from a modest bourge~)is 
family. = At the age of thirteen he had to 
abandon school and start an apprentice- 
ship. Meanwhile, he followed the geo- 
metry course at a drawing school in the 
rue de I'f, cole de medicine. When he was 
about 18, he entered the precision 
instrument firm Secretan - the successor 
of Lerebour -2~ under the direct super- 
vision of William Eichens (1818-1884), 
who, at the time, was the director of the 
company. In 186,3 he went to Marseille, 
where he installed a reflecting telescope 

Fig.7 lhe first/~quatonal coude ~¢ the Paris ol,~'n,atorv (from: i'h G~;rlg, nt~, 'H's ,grand 
instrument,~ de I'astronomie. L'equatoral coudd de I'obse~toire de Pans', L'Astronomie, 3 
(1884), pp.216-2257. 

with an 80cm mirror, which had been 
manufactured by Secretan in close 
ccn~peration with the physicist L~on 
Foucault (1819-1868). In 1866 Gautier 
followed Eichens, who at the time was 
founding his own firm, which for about 
15 years became one of the most 
important French workshops for the 
construction of astronomical instru- 
ments. Ten years later Gautier left 
Eichens and opened his own workshop 
at 24, rue d'Enfer, in 1878 Gautier 
participated for the first time in a Paris 
universal exhibition, where he presented 
a dividing engine. 

In 1871 the astronomer Maurice ixlewy 
(1833-1907) had p m p ( ~ d  a special type 
of equatorial telescope (Fig.7), which was 
baptised the equatorial coud~. :~ The instru- 
ment had an inclined tube rotating on its 
equatorial axis, which was connected 
with an orthogonal tube bearing a 
rotating ob~tive.  The light entering the 
ob~-~'tive was reflected into the eyepiece 
by two perpendicular mirrors (one near 
the objective itself and the second one at 
the junction of the two tubes). With this 
instrument, which was supposed to be 
particularly stable, the eyepiece did not 
move, thus allowing the astronomer to 
observe the sky from a fixed obsen, ation 
place and it was also possible to install 
fixed ancillary apparatus near the ob~c- 
tive such as spectn~scopes, photometers, 
cameras, etc. Furthermore, the instru- 
ment did not nt~,d any large dome, 
which was normally complicated and 
expensive to build. :~ The first coudd 
(27cm of aperature) which was spon- 
sored by the philantropist Raph~iel 
Bischoffsheim (1823-1906), 2" was 

mounted at the Observatoire de Paris 
between 1879 and 1882. Between 1882 
and 1892 six others coudf, s were built for 
the observatories of Vienna, Alger, Lyon, 
Besanqon, Nice and a second one for the 
Paris observatory. Gautier built all these 
instruments, while the lenses were made 
by the French astmra~mer and opticians 
the brothers Paul (1848-1905) and 
Prosper Henry (1849-1903)F The setxmcl 
coudi of Paris, with an aperture of 60cm 
and a focal length of 18 metres, was the 
largest instrument of its kind ever built. ~" 
With this instrument it was possible to 
establish the Atlas phohRraphique de la 
iune between 1894 and lq07. But the 
coudd, which certainly was an original 
and interesting instrument, aL,~ showed 
several inconveniences. For example, it 
was not very easy to adjust the dechna- 
tion because of the complexi.ty of the 
movable mechanical parts. 

in 1880 Gautier was finally able to buy 
the firm Eichens. At the 188q Paris 
exhibition Gautier displayed a mendian 
circle with an aperture of 22cm and a 
focal length of 310cm for the t~,en'aton, 
of La Plata as well as other instrumen~ 
and the drawings for the coude', in 18~ 
Gautier made a prototype ~ of an 
instrument which was subsequently 
improved, and was adopted for an 
ambitious pn~,ct of the photographic 
mapping of the sky, the s~'alled Carte 
du Cu'l. ~' The 'astngraph'  was a double 
equatorial telescope with two parallel 
tubes. One had a photographic obyective 
(3~m) and the other (2~m) a normal 
objective for direct visual obsen'ation. In 
this cast,, tl~l, the optics of the instrument 
were made by the Henry brothers. The 
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Fig.q Macromicnmr'ter .li,r measuring astnm,,mical ph,,h,graphs. 
(Fr,,m: Paul et Prosper Henry. 'Eh,iles d,,ubles ¢t areas d'('toile 
mesur~ par la t,hot,~gral,hie. L'Astronomie, 5 11886k t,p.281- 
28~,k 

Fig.8 Th," dotd,h" ,',p,,m,rt,~I ~,~ the ot'.,'r;',m,rtt ot ,~.l,'u,f,,n. tFrom: 
G. Tl~mdr'r,  "La grand,' lunette dr" I'obst'rz,atotri" astronomiqu; d,' 
.~.lm,d,,n' La Nature 118o6J, I m'mt'ter, pp.359-3O2L 
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t-ig.lO ¢,a,fi,'r "mtpcrsona/' mnrom,'t,'r, f in,m: R¢t,s,,ld. op.cit., note I, I,.134k 

largest double e~.luatorial of Gautier was 
built for the observatory of Meudon 
(focal length 16m, d iamete r  of the 
objective 83 and f~cm). It is still the 
largest (Fig.8) in Europe and the third 
largest in the world. Gautier al~, traced 
the reticules on silvert~l glass plates 
which were used for measuring the 
astronomical photographs. ~' 

Gautier improved many  instruments 
related to astronomical research. These 
were often used during the most im- 
portant astronomical missions of the 
time. tie improved the mercury reflect- 
ing bath fi~r nadir obsen, ations, ~2 and he 
made a special 'macromicrometer '  (Fig.g) 
fi~r examining and measuring the photo- 
graphic plates which were obtained with 
the a s t r o g r a p h s , "  and in 1892 he 
prt~,nted a new apparatus h)r the same 
task." He al~, prop~-.d an 'impersonal'  
micrometer (Fig.10) for reducing the 
subject ive errors  of the observer.  '~ 
Thanks to his indefatigable work and 
his brilliant achievements Gautier was 
made a Ch,'z,,dier d," la L,;,¢i,,n d'H,,nn,'ur in 
1~9, and in 1897 was elected membre 
artiste of the Bureau des L, mgitud,'s. 

Around I~X) Gautier was at the top of 
his career and he was employing about 
40 workers in his workshop at 56, 
l~ulevard Arago. ~" At the time he had 
built 17 large equatorial telt,'~:opes, 7 
c,,ud,;s, 13 astrographs for the Carte du 
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CiH, 3 refractors, 7 large meridian circles, 
5 siderostats, 3 altazimuth telescopes, 7 
portable meridian instruments and many 
other smaller telescopes and related 
astronomical apparatus? 7 These instru- 
ments not only equipped the most 
important French observatories but also 
could be found in many other countries 
such as China, Brazil, Argentina, Austria, 
Japan, Spain, etc. Gautier was certainly 
the most important French astronomical 
instrument maker and one of the most 
skilled and appreciated in the world. 

The 1900 Paris universal exhibition 
marked the triumph of Gautier, but, at 
the same time caused many financial 
problems for his firm.~ Around 1896 the 
French politician and diplomat Franfois 
Desloncle (18.%-1922) had created the 
private society L'Optique, Soci~ Anon- 
yme des grands telesc, q~,s to finance the 
construction of a very large refractor. 1"he 
gigantic instrument had to be presented 
at the 19(}0 Paris exhibition. The huge 
apparatus, which was ironically said to 
be able to show la lune d u n  mitre, was a 
real monster (Fig.ll). Because of the 
planned dimensi(m it would have been 
almost impossible and far too expensive 
to make a conventional equatorial instru- 
ment as well as a suitable movable dome 
for it. Thus, it was decided to build a 
fixed telescope with a siderostat. A 
45 tons siderostat with a 2m silvered 
glass mirror directed the light in the 
60 metres steel tube of 21 tons. The 
mirror and its mounting weighed 
15 tons. They were floating on a 
mercury bath and were driven by a 
clockwork mechanism. The two inter- 
changeable objectives (a vL~ual and a 
photographic one), which weighed 
9(}0 kg each, had a diameter of 125cm 
and were installed on a special movable 
chariot. ~ These very large optical pieces 
were made by Gaut ier  in a special 
thermal ly  insulated workshop, where 
thanks to a double wt~den wal l  the 
temperature was kept constant as far as 
p(~sible. The neoL~,sary automatic polish- 
ing machines for the mirror and the 
lenses had been specially designed for 
the task by Gautier himself. 

] 'he instrument certainly attracted the 
curiosity of the visitors at the exhibition, 
because it was the most spectacular 
attraction of the Palais de I'Optique, and 
aroused the excitement of the scientific 
community. But unfortunately, the tele- 
scope was only used by the astronomer 
EugEne Antoniadi (1870-1944) for a few 
tR'~ervation on nebulae. *' Because of the 
lights of the ville lumii're, because of the 
smoke of two large chimneys of the 
boilers of the exhibition and finally 
because of the political unrest in the 
town, the observa t ions  were quite 
difficult and the results of the t~,erva- 

Fig.ll An engraz,m~ sh,n,,in~, the 1 9 ~  Paris exhibition telescope. The direct proi,'ctu,n Of th ; 
moan sh~nvn in the upper part of the illustration ucre nezw made. (From: L. BarrY, op.cit., 
note 38L 

tions were quite deceiving. A better 
location would certainly have allowed a 
far more satisfactory use of the instru- 
ment. After the exhibition the society, 
which owned the telescope had to 
support severe financial losses, and 
unsuccessfully tried to sell it to the 
French government. The telesc(~e was 
dismantled and stored in the observatory 
of Meudon and after several years it was 
finally scrapped. '~ 

That was the sad end of Gautier 's  
technical masterpiece which was the 
largest and the most useless refractor 
ever built. Nevertheless, Gautier's activ- 
ities continued. He perfected a pnnting 
chronograph ̀2 and he provided several 
instruments for the ¢~servation of the 
1905 eclipse. After the death of Gautier in 
1909, the firm was subsequently bought 
by G. Prin in 1910. Finally the firms 
Secretan and Prin amalgamated under 
the trade name Ets. Secretan, Epry, 
iecquelin succes~u~. '~ 

For his r61e in the development of large 
astnmomical instruments Gautier can be 
considered one of the most important 
and successful French instrument makers 
of his time. His name, together with th~e  
of Grubb, Rep.~dd, Ct~ke, Clark, Merz, 
Steinbeil and a few others, indelibly 
marked the golden era of large refractors. 
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